
Unifrog is a complete platform for careers advice and destinations information, covering 
college , apprenticeships and university both in the  UK and abroad. The school subscribes 
to this service  and your son/daughter have a personalised login to the  site  that they will 
use  right through to Year 13.

They will use  their accounts at school for guided careers activities but can also access at 
home at anytime. The following activity is a fun interests quiz that will he lp them discover 
what they enjoy then research careers that may be  interesting to them.

Interests Profile  Quiz



• It’s really hard to answer the question “What do you want to do when you 

grow up?” – the options are endless!

• Everyone has different interests and a different personality – knowing what 

your interests are and how they link to different careers will help you 

understand which path might be right for you.

• This activity will help you understand your own personality a little better and 

will help you start to see links between what you’re interested in and the 

jobs it could lead on to.

What do you want to do when you grow up?



• This quiz is a quick and fun way to reflect on your likes and dislikes.

• You will be asked to answer a range of different questions. You can select 
whether you DISLIKE, LIKE, or somewhere between those two points.

• There are no right or wrong answers, no good or bad choices, so be 
honest with your answers!

Taking the quiz



To get started, go to the student side of Unifrog at unifrog.org/student/home and 

click ‘Start’ on the  Interests profile .

http://www.unifrog.org/student/home


Once you have answered the questions, click ‘Get your results’. Here , your personality will

be broken down into 6 categories and where you sit within each of them based on your

interests. Remember, no one personality type is better than another!



Your categories will appear in order from highest to lowest, where you will be able 

to expand each to read more about the  specified category.



Using category combinations, you can search for careers and subjects that 

might be  suited to you from the Careers and Subjects libraries.



These links will take you directly to the Careers or Subjects library where 

you can find detailed information on these  matched profiles.



Once you have completed the 

Interests quiz your personality 

categories will be  highlighted in the  

Careers and Subject libraries.

Here  you can find out some more 

information about the  

careers/subjects most commonly 

associated with your personality! 
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